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ABSTRACT: Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies affect every domain and process within industry. Many solutions with different maturity levels have been created or are in development. With this paper we collect the initiatives within the domain of chemical science, add missing items, and bring these resources together into a common process model, based on artificial neural networks (ANN). We define ten building blocks, analyze their role within the architecture, and evaluate their impact to the current system. Finally we discuss the changes and the transition that is experienced by the lab worker and the chemist. This paper introduces autochemistry as a meme describing a self-improving research approach. With this we begin development and discussion of an exciting new area of scientific principles, that is changing the anthropocentric fundament of chemistry research into a technocentric one.
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“Cognitive technologies will have as much of an impact on chemistry as quantum mechanics.”

INTRODUCTION

In 2017 we introduced a new kind of laboratory environment, integrated by cognitive technologies and driven by artificial intelligence (AI) of the third-generation. That was the beginning of rethinking digitalization of the chemist’s workplace from a different cognitive perspective. We developed the idea further and thus extended it to the whole of research processes in chemistry. In this article we discuss areas within classical chemistry that have to be changed and new memes that will arise with the introduction of artificial intelligence.

Current research architecture cannot handle the impact of modern artificial intelligence, or it merely focuses on technical solutions based on classical information technology. Moreover, most current solutions in chemistry and pharmaceutical research are based on at least the second-generation of artificial intelligence or – if artificial neural networks (ANN) are used – do not cover the whole research process.

BUILDING BLOCKS

All of the modules we will describe in the next sections contain AI technology in their implementation. There are no building blocks without artificial intelligence. This is the reason why we have to consider a new research approach from a bird’s-eye view. And with this, a disruptive new moment may be introduced: the self-modification of chemical knowledge.

INGESTION AND LABORATORY

1. Cognitive laboratory. We discovered that the idea of changing the perspective of digitalization to a human-centric approach opens a completely new field of chemometrics. The central aspects were the inspection of manual tasks by the lab worker, guidance of the worker utilized by situation prediction, and the creation of a digital twin of the lab.

Since the beginning of science, the lab environment was built around the human ability to read analog scales, a result of the utilization of the five traditional Aristotelian senses and their respective sensory organs. Moreover, as the laboratory worker not only perceives things differently within the same situation or environment, they may also apply different meanings to what is perceived. Therefore, we have introduced neural network ensembles
consisting of specific abilities in environmental understanding and reasoning. Cognitive chemometrics bridges the last gap in deep measurement of the laboratory, which up until now has not been measurable to a degree of detail that is necessary to get invariably reproducible results and cover an observable space of a sufficient quality. Cognitive chemometrics include visual technologies as well as the permanent logging of all data (the data lake principal), augmented interpretation of experimental results, remote assistance, and training of the worker.

Extending the observable space with machine learning. Within the process of designing experiments in the laboratory it is difficult to find the optimal scope of application for a required observable. With methods like Bayesian optimization in combination with the use of an expert system, it is possible to identify sample points in the parameter space.

Lack of cognitive abilities of the lab worker. The determination of an experimental observable is limited to the capabilities of the cognitive performance of the lab worker. Also with statistical methods for defining these parameters somewhere there is a natural limit.

2a. Cognitive retrofitting of existing laboratory devices. Up until now, any effort made to recover data from scientific instruments was made by introducing digital technologies to the instrument; i.e., all suggested solutions were technology-centric. Even now, most new equipment is shipped without any form of digital interface; clearly the problem persists. That said, non-scalable, subjective findings like observing the meniscus of a liquid or measuring the decay rate of a tablet or the visual shape of a monocrystal, can now be addressed with our new cognitive approach.

Meanwhile the accuracy of image classification is less than 5% error and far outweighs the capabilities of the human eye, especially in defined environments like the laboratory. As a part of our laboratory 4.0, where we introduce a small device placed in front of the scale that is now able to read this analogue input, reads the value by image recognition and performs interpretation of the curve by artificial intelligence (EYE). All data then is available via standard representations like Allotrope.

2b. Cognitive retrofitting of literature, documents and patterns. It is not only in the technosphere that we have to deal with outmoded equipment but within the world of science we are also faced with outmoded information. Decades of scientific literature must be transformed and brought forth into legible digital format. For this retrofitting, some services and startups already address these processes.

PERSISTENCE AND SYMBOLIC ANALYSIS

3a. Data lake. This leads to a new form of persistence, wherein all data is unstructured and begins without any preconditions or structures. This unlimited data lake is the fundament of a disruptive new form of information logistics.

3b. The role of data science. Performing data science is shifting because feature extraction in ANN based systems is generic. Systems which merely calculate data science in a conventional way will have a short period of relevance. That said, today’s feature extraction is still an important step in engineering.

Reasoning technologies may be relevant for a longer period as we have continued examples of the emergence of “automated data science.” From that perspective we can see data science as a subset of the communication design of the scientists.

COMMUNICATION

5a. Communication from artificial intelligence. The transfer of knowledge between human and machine takes place via communication. Herein, examples are given for designing this interface using current communication patterns.

One crucial aspect of the design of autochemistry is to provide the optimal means of understanding the information given to the researcher or the scientific community. This means that results discovered by the system have to be communicated in the right way.

A basic presumption about autochemistry is that a single mind is not capable of understanding patterns or even projections of reality. Starting with the current communication patterns, e.g., chemical formulas, the interactions...
between human and machine may evolve by suggesting alternative means of communication and testing these means systemically.

**Debating with the algorithms**\(^{18}\). This means that we have to design an interface and a language that supports this deeper immersion which is the next level of science.

5b. **New publishing patterns and information logistics.** One classical pattern of information exchange is the scientific publication. While there has been a general lack of logistics and material, traditionally only positive results have been published. Now with new, unlimited resources this paradigm has to be changed. With the availability of non-positive data we can make use of its efficacy\(^ {19}\).

*“The permanent collection of all data, including subjective findings and type I and type II errors, will lead to an observable space with a coverage to powers of ten greater than the current practice.”*

5c. **Publication augmentation or generation.** It can be considered as a reverse direction of digesting chemical language into a neural network. Also the duration of the content by a reverse process like a thousand monk's can be designed. For now we are not aware of a means of implementation.

5d. **Communication to the artificial intelligence.** For the communication with the ANNs we have to define the means of communication, e.g., the representation of molecules\(^ {20,21}\).

*“The transformation away from the anthropocentric view of the world also takes place in chemistry.”*

**Weak and unsolved properties of ANNs:**

- Conceptual mind
- Deep reasoning
- Intuition
- Creativity
- (Consciousness - unclear if necessary)

*“With the combination of ANNs and big data we get a new relationship to knowledge.”*

**Reasoning and subsymbolic analysis**

4. **Modern approach to a chemical understanding language, “ChLU.”** There exist a few well known working examples of organic chemistry prediction using artificial neural networks (these will be discussed further in section 6). By now these solutions use intermediate natural language as a means of symbolic representation\(^ {23-27}\), e.g., simplified molecular-input line-entry system, or SMILES. SMILES represents a molecule as a sequence of characters. However, there exists research on improvements of integration within deep neural networks, with deep SMILES\(^ {28}\), as well as in more general terms\(^ {29-31}\).

In chemistry, visual notation expands upon natural human language and writing in a way that other features, which are more relevant to chemistry, are better communicated. Another example of using a high level abstract location is the Mathematica language. There are examples of feature extraction within a neural network that is capable of identifying and classifying chemical structures much the way a chemist would.

*Like quality in language translation dramatically improves with one shot translation; however, we also need a specific language understanding for the chemical language. As the domain space size for chemistry is much smaller than the human language space also education in university does not reflect this situation.*

**Evolution of representation within systems.** We see that solutions built upon natural language understanding may only be a starting point with which to further develop the full potential of artificial intelligence. We predict that even the human approach of utilizing a chemical formula of notation is also a representation of the atomic space designed for the cognitive capabilities of
humans. This suggests that other minds may have their own means of representation in terms of complexity with regard to other cognitive parameters.

The roles of the different types of machine learning, artificial intelligence, and neural networks in the core process. Artificial intelligence has transformed threefold in the last fifty years. In the first generation, the basic assumption was that with logical calculus all real world problems could be solved. This was phase one and when it was realized that the complexity of the problems are exponential. In the early 80s, with the arrival of the second generation of AI, statistics and semantics were introduced. Later, in the 90s, this episode ended with a problem of rising complexity. However, even today these technologies and design patterns are used and are considered to be sufficiently useful\[32. But after the second Ice Age now since 2010’s with ANN we expect to handle the complexity problem.

6. ANN design patterns: pretrained and ensembled. One of the major obstacles of artificial intelligence of the first and second generations was the necessity of feature engineering. With artificial intelligence of the third-generation, feature engineering happens automatically within neural networks. Several applications for the usage of simple topologies are implemented in organic\[35–38 as well as inorganic chemistry\[37. The main application fields are synthesis path prediction and material properties like toxicity\[38 or drug design\[39.

With the introduction of higher levels of ANN topologies like ensembles\[40–43, capsules\[44,45, and pretrained networks we are able to design systems that deliver a higher level of
understanding within AI of the third generation. Whenever a neural network finds a suitable explanation for all circumstances, this may be considered a plateau within the solution space.

This stable situation may be considered to be a cognitive stationary state (Eigenzustand) of the neural network, similar to the Schrödinger equation in quantum physics. Depending on the capacity and the number of observables, more than one stationary state is possible.

**IMPLEMENTATION AND FRAMEWORK**

6a. Autochemistry foundation. We suggest the creation and implementation of an open-source community wherein all AI related models are collected. This structured approach will be the fundament of the ensemble solutions. There exist examples of other such communities\(^{46,47}\) which are working well.

7a. Changes in fields of expertise. The job profile for chemists, as we know of them today, will no longer exist in the future. It will undergo a considerable change.

7b. Assistant systems at higher levels. As we have described, the cognitive laboratory environment and the information space that is dramatically broadened in future of course the chemist as a theoretical designer and experimental planner will also have assistant system. Current approaches also use second-generation AI\(^{48,49}\) or there is research on designing this systems\(^{50}\).

8. Community processes. The role of community processes in science is to introduce objectivity; thus the use of peer review as a methodology will continue. However, as with politics, the group and the delegates that has to determine the quality of results is formed by what we refer to as liquid democracy augmented by artificial intelligence actors. All patterns of delegation and discussion in delegative democracy\(^{51}\) and their adaptation to the scientific validation process will be subjected to further research.

AI as actor. Within all of the structures of the community process, a digital person may act within various roles\(^{52}\).

The community process should also cover infrastructural elements and not only processes of scientific objectivity. Upon analyzing the maturity levels of the open source project, it seems that there is currently an ice age which results in the same pattern as that of nai. So a new level of consolidation within this operational layer\(^{53}\) will preserve the next steps of objectivity.

9. Implementation and metalevel. It is obvious that a new type of science administration is created. We do not yet have a system for this new architecture.

10. The role of quantum computing. Both domains — artificial intelligence and quantum computing — are based on the same mathematical topology; thus quantum computing is a candidate for improving both areas\(^{54}\). Intersections within the fields are also created by applying deep learning to quantum mechanical problems\(^{55}\).

“Chemists have to accept that deep science can be created by machines. This change of perspective is as fundamental as Galileo Galilei’s findings that the earth rotates around the sun and is therefore not the apex of the universe.”
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